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The 1st Ixion Cavalcade was a great success, see the various reports inside describing the 
event and the colour photographs on the back page. We are grateful to Dave Masters and 

his team and they should be pleased with their achievement.
 There was some discussion at the May Club Night regarding evening runs. Please see 
the letter and article on this subject. What do you think? Do you mind the club financing, out 
of your membership fee, the cost of ACU evening permits? Or do you feel the riders should 
sign and pay on the night of the run? Why not write in to the News, or let a member of the 
Management Committee, know your views.
 Please note that I have included the shows where the Club has a stand in the Events 
Calendar on page 27. John Buckingham usually organises these events and he is always 
keen to have your machines on display and your support at the shows.

With Best Wishes

John

RAC Breakdown Cover Baz Staple
We have a renewed discount arrangement with RAC, amounting to a 35% discount initially 
on joining, followed by the previous 25% discount for renewals. Please see the enclosed 
leaflet for more information and rates. You can join the RAC breakdown service by going 
online: www.racbreakdownbenefits.rac.co.uk or call 0800 0928609 quoting Sunbeam MCC 
and GE0532.

Photographs John Hodson
I usually acknowledge the source of photographs published in the Sunbeam News. 
Unfortunately I omitted to do this for the photographs published with Dave Blanchard’s article 
on the 2011 Talmag International in the last News. Thanks and apologies to Robert Smith who 
took the excellent action shots of the girder fork bikes depicting George Smith, Bob Onley 
and Dave Blanchard.
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you 
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor  (details inside front cover)Le

tte
rs


Re: Pioneer Run

Dear John
 First of all thank you for a super Club News; a very good coverage of all “Our Club” is 
involved with. I’m glad my account of riding military M20’s prompted some response. Bad luck 
Chris, being desk bound didn’t help getting some practice. You should have joined the Royal 
West Kents!
 Secondly I would like to say a big thank you to Ian and his team for another super Pioneer 
Run, How do you organise the weather? We may have lost Leonardslee for the coffee stop 
but Handcross Park School looked after us very well. The cake, tea, coffee and surroundings 
were just as good if not better than Leonardslee. I hope they have us there next year.
 I helped a bit at the start and am still surprised at the large number of riders who seem 
unable to get to the start area within their allotted start time. There did seem to be quite a 
high number of non starters. Perhaps at a later date Ian can give us a breakdown of the non 
starters and non finishers.
 On arriving at the finish I and others were directed to park on the footpath under the 
overhang. There appeared to be lots of room outside but we were told there must be a large 
gap between machines as a fire precaution. If this were true why were we parked tightly 
together in a very restricted space? I would much rather be parked in the open come rain or 
shine. Of the 25 Pioneer Runs I have done I have only seen one fire and that was on the open 
road and was quickly put out by a large coat being thrown over it. No doubt Ian can give us 
the reason.
 Once again thank you Ian and I’m looking forward to next year’s Pioneer.

Best Wishes

Richard Mummery
• • • • • • • • • • • •

Re: John Waghorn's Mystery Picture
Hello John 
 Excellent latest issue of the Club News which was great to read, especially the Obscure 
Makes article on the locally built (to me) Economic. I will submit a similar article on the 
Dayton once it is back together for a photo, we are very close to having all the parts put back 
together.  
   Seeing John Waghorn's picture got me diving into the book 'Classic British Bikes' from 1997 
which had a picture of a 1902-3 Matchless in it, the tubes behind the headstock are very 
similar and the cooling fins and valve gear at the top of the engine, just a pity the pictures 
aren't both of the same side! The shape of the tank is pretty similar too. 
   Will be interesting to hear if it is, or anybody else has any ideas. 
   Good to see you at the Ixion Cavalcade, a great day out! 
Regards,

Robert Smith

Re: Evening Runs
Dear John
 After a fun quiz on club night at Chiddingly on 5th May there was an open discussion 
regarding the decision for riders to make their own way to chosen venues instead of meeting 
and riding as a group on evening runs. A number of issues were brought up but for me there 
was a clear polarisation in the membership, the riding members, and what was termed as 
the ‘armchair members’, (personally I’m not comfortable with that term).  I think we have to 
remember that SMCC is a motor cycling club with a long history of riding; we also need to 
remember that whilst our average age of members is rising it is still around 65 years. This 
means there is a large group of members who are not yet retired and still have a Monday 
to Friday living to make. Club runs in the evening for these members are more suitable than 
some of the longer events our club organises, a ride with friends on a summer’s evening 
relieves the stresses of the day at work.
 If our club is to stay healthy, this group of members needs to feel their views and 
requirements are considered on a par with other members. The issue of money seems to be 
key in official considerations, whilst the riding group inferred the club is wealthy enough to pay 
the £30 or so ACU fee to cover organisers insurance on evening runs.  
 The practicalities exposed during the discussion would seem to ask for the committee to 
calculate how many evening runs are organised throughout the club each year and multiplying 
them by £30, probably not as much as might be thought.  Against that is the view of those 
riders present who object to paying £1 each at the start of the run and signing on, which they 
viewed as a chore.  To me it is not much of a chore, but the alternative proposal was for one 
rider to meet the group and simply lead them to the venue.  It was pointed out that this has 
some clear litigating dangers should a rider have an accident and decide to claim against the 
leading rider for his choice of route, and the club could be seen as technically the organising 
body. I am sympathetic with the rider’s views, but am not supportive of renegade rides in these 
sad days of habitual litigation.  The discussion ended with a sensible compromise, to operate 
the next evening run with an ACU licence and signing on, and I think the collection of a pound 
a rider under protest from some on the floor, and to review this arrangement for future runs.
 Now the subject of rising membership age is often discussed, but this is not a mitigation 
for not getting out on our motor cycles. Those who are not able to ride so often, I’m sure, 
do mostly understand that ours is a motor cycling club which should encourage the riding of 
historical motor cycles.
 It would seem we are back to the old subject of finance, but the executive board needs to 
re-address the subject with regards to younger or more able riders.  Are they being treated 
equally?  Should we raise the membership fee to cover the cost of evening ACU insurance 
permits? I think there is no argument for encouraging runs without organiser’s cover, but how 
should it be paid for? 
 I will ask for the issue to be on the agenda of our next SMCC board meeting.  I have stated 
some of my views in this piece, but would want to make a proper evidence based decision 
should it come to a committee vote, which I feel it should.  Perhaps you will let me and other 
members of the committee hear your views whether, you participate in evening runs or not. Do 
you mind the club financing, out of your membership fee, the cost of ACU evening permits? 
Or do you feel the riders should sign and pay on the night of the run?  It’s an important issue, 
the clubs future is dependent upon a happy membership in an environment which encourages 
new and younger members with activities they enjoy.

Dave Masters
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yourservice!We,re at

The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty five years, Footman James is one of the

leading specialist insurance brokers.

With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and vintage vehicles, Footman

James consistently uses its enormous influence to arrange our best deal for you.

So whatever your pride and joy, you can be confident that with 

Footman James behind you, you’ve adopted our best policy. 

Talk to us soon.

Quoteline: 0844 826 4547 www.footmanjames.co.uk

COMPETITIVE RATES on modern car, motorcycle, home and contents insurance

Footman James is a trading name of Aon Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority 
in respect of insurance mediation activities only.  Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded for your protection.                                                         FP 5352.01.09                                                                                                       

Whatever your pride and joy,
rest assured, we’ll get you covered.

Policies include as standard:

✔ Discounts for Club Members

✔ Motor Legal Expenses

✔ 24 hour Breakdown Recovery (UK and European)

✔ Personal Accident to include Road Rage 

& Bikejacking

✔ Agreed Value, Limited Mileage and 

Multi-Vehicle options are also available.

0844 826 4547www.footmanjames.co.uk

Who is it and what is it? John Waghorn

Another photograph from my collection, if any Club Member can identify the rider or tell us 
anything about the Douglas motorcycle and its location please contact the editor.

Who is it?

Can anybody identify the young chap seated on the Scooter? Answers to the editor please, I 
am far from convinced that the young fellow was particularly interested in the scooter or was 
showing an early interest in Sunbeam Corner.
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Club Night Reports
April Club Night Baz Staple
Our auctioneer Tim Penn, who came suitably attired, did a sterling job with the right degree 
of humour and firmness.
 Thanks to club nighters there was a good and ample mixture of items, most of which sold, 
out of which a percentage went to club funds.
 A very enjoyable evening with plenty of banter and fun. Many thanks to Tim and club 
nighters for their input.
Many thanks John.
May Club Night Baz Staple
Attendees sat down in teams of about five to conjure up answers to a set of questions, some 
easy some more difficult, resulting in a very close finish with Steve Mark’s team narrowly 
defeating Bill Pile’s by one point, with the next team one point behind them. 
 There was then an unexpected objection on another completely different subject on the 
fact that the following summer time club night rides to assorted venues are now announced 
as “make your own way to” instead of a conducted tour with a leader.  A very interesting 
discussion followed, worthy of an AGM, with a good number of people expressing their views, 
but to try to give the full background to the problem and current strategy please read the item 
on the next page headed ACU Permit and Insurance Cover. [Editor’s Note: also see the letter 
from Dave Masters on the same subject].

Future Dates
2nd June Visit to Wings and Wheels, Handcross area, arrive 7.45-8pm
 make your own way to Unit 1, Bucklands Farm,
 Brantridge Lane near Balcombe, West Sussex RH17 6JT
 Special entry rate £5, normally £8.

7th July Conducted ride to Anchor Inn, Anchor Lane, Barcombe, nr Lewes,
 leave Six Bells, 7.30pm  Leader David Noakes

4th August Fish & Chips at Trawlers, Seaford, make your own way.

Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, 
Sussex, BN8 6HE, Tel: 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142

New Members Peter Donaldson
The following people have recently joined our Club. Give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.

Mick Adams (Kent)
Philip Durow (Derbyshire)
Andrew Middleton (Oxfordshire)

Jake Robbins (Sussex)
Paul Sands (Middlesex)
Wendy Sands (Middlesex)

Sunbeam Bangers & Steam Baz Staple
Just a reminder of this new midsummer family day on 24th July 2011.  A chance for all club 
members to meet in an informal setting in the picturesque village of Stedham, a road ride/
drive to Hollycombe Steam Collection, Liphook with a trip on their “steam train” and an hour 
or two looking at their collection with a return to the pub for a BBQ supplied by our hosts, the 
Hamilton Arms, Stedham on a “pay as you eat” basis and much, much more.
For any vehicle, two, three or four wheels, contact Neil Sinclair on 02380 403949 or email neil.
sinclair@aviva.co.uk   Come and join us for a super day out.

ACU Permit and Insurance Cover Baz Staple
As mentioned in the May Club Night report, an impromptu debate started after the quiz 
session, reference club night summer outings, objecting to the committee’s new decision 
to ask riders “to make their own way” to the chosen venue, this decision was based upon 
previous experience but understandably intending riders feel cheated of being denied of a 
group ride.
 In discussing this it soon became clear that not everyone appreciated the fact that the 
club takes out an ACU permit for every planned event, from trials to even the smallest of 
veteran and vintage runs. This permit triggers automatically an insurance policy for the club 
itself, for the committee members and the officials of the event, as well as giving personal 
accident cover for all riders and the latter is an extra to the rider’s mandatory Road Traffic 
Act insurance.  The cost of this insurance and permit is part of the entry fee that is levied on 
each event which also has to cover other event expenses, (it is now club policy that all events 
should stand on their own economic feet).  
 With the present litigation minded society with lawyers frequently advertising to achieve for 
potential claimants a ‘No win, No fee’ case (ambulance chasers) we run the increasing risk 
of a multi million pound claim which could wipe out the club’s reserves and even the housing 
of one or more club officials if we do not take out insurance cover.  Please bear in mind that 
large claims of this nature would be strongly defended by any insurance company so hence 
all care is essential in completing and signing all paperwork so as to be bullet proof.
 Now if we return to the club night run theme, we have previously taken out an ACU permit 
and insurance cover for these summer time runs too, and the cost overall for this is about £30 
per run, equalling some £90 per summer year, and requires everyone to sign the Declaration 
and Indemnity form. Past experience has shown that enough people take exception to 
signing the paper and do not wish to pay towards the cost of the insurance cover which is to 
everyone’s benefit, particularly the group leader.  One pound per head is the requested rate 
which will not fully cover costs but is a fair contribution.  Some say the club should pay the 
£90 per year but this goes against our reasoned policy that all events should stand on their 
own feet, and why should a particular section of the club be sponsored by the club overall.  
 After everyone was given an explanation and a chance to speak a vote was taken which 
showed the vast majority accepted the permit insurance policy, in which case from July 
onwards the club will take out a permit for these club runs.
 I hope with this background, whilst not news to some, may help others to understand and 
accept the implications and club policy.
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MAIL SPARES

Ron Farthing
The Old Barn, Curload, Stoke St. Gregory
Taunton, Somerset, TA3 6BJ
Telephone: 01823 491443

We sell British motorcycles
1900 to 1980

We need to buy these machines
- single items in large collections.

Any condition.

Also spares and associated items.
such as lights, signs, catalogues etc

Phone for a confi dential discussion.

Telephone: 01670 712055

Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares

with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries

Email: juliewarnes@aol.com

Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net

SPECIAL FARES FOR

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE

Petrol Rationing Peter Maddox
The article about petrol rationing in the February issue and various articles on ethanol in petrol 
awoke memories of my early youth and my motorcycling at the time of petrol rationing.
 My first licence is dated March 1946 when I was 16 years old. The licence records a 
speeding offence with a fine of £1. This may not seem much but as a first year engineering 
apprentice on 19 shillings and 6 pence a week (97p), from which I gave my mother 50p a 
week for keep, it was a lot for me.
 My first machine was a 1939 150cc Coventry Eagle and the petrol ration was two gallons 
a month. The ration was OK as the bike was not very reliable and travel was mainly to work 
in the London Docks two miles away. The lack of fuel became apparent with the acquisition 
of a reliable 250cc GTP Velocette. An uncle lived close to my home and was employed by a 
shipping company voyaging between the USA and London. He was occasionally brought a 
drum of American octane petrol. The drum must have held 20 to 25 gallons. My uncle spent 
weekends away and I looked after and fed his dog which had a bed in the area where the 
petrol was stored.
 I am ashamed to admit that on a few occasions I removed one gallon of petrol from the 
drum and replace it with paraffin which I hope would at least leave the remainder above the 
pool petrol octane. My one gallon plus two pints of paraffin went into my bike.
 Recent articles on ethanol in petrol link dodges I used to continue to ride my Velo during 
petrol rationing.
 A friend was employed by a tanker company supplying spirit to companies. One such spirit 
was called ethyl alcohol and I was told it was similar to methanol which I knew speedway 
bikes used. I understood you could run motorcycles on it with a larger carburettor jet. I couldn’t 
find such a large jet so used the spirit with a blank over the carburettor bellmouth with a hole 
approximately ½ " diameter cut in the blank. If my memory is correct I got about 30 miles per 
gallon which was OK as the fuel was free.
 I used the same idea on my next machine a 1936 350cc Norton. I had sprayed the tank to 
copy an International Norton tank and was quite proud of it, despite it not going any faster. I 
stopped using the spirit when I slid off the bike in the wet and the tank cap leaked and one 
side of the tank was stripped of paint to bare metal.
 Was ethyl alcohol the same as ethanol? I am sure one if our club must know. [Editor’s Note: 
yes they are the same].
 To my friends in the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club I hope that they will accept that I have 
changed and have stopped stealing and using untaxed fuel spirit. 

The Constable Run Ian Monk
The Constable Run, as you all know is on the 4th September 2011 if you have not done so 
already the entry forms can be downloaded from the web site or you can give me a call on 
01480-469612. I am still looking for an offer of a volunteer to do the recovery, so if you have 
time to spare on a Sunday afternoon please give me a call. I did intend to do a New Route for 
2011, but as my health has not been top notch I feel this will not at this stage be possible, so 
if all fails I will have to repeat last years.

Trivia Question Tony Lloyd
I was pleased to see my mates Alan and Roger Hummerstone pictured at the start of the 
Pioneer Run in the April magazine.
 Why should they call they call themselves "Team Tatooine”?
 A £5 Halfords voucher for the first correct answer sent to aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com
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The 73rd Pioneer Run Geoff Morris
The 73rd Pioneer Run on 20th March was, as usual, eagerly anticipated by the entrants (a 
strong field of 371) including your scribe. Even though this run was getting towards my 40th 
an inevitable frisson of excitement builds up as the day approaches.
 I had entered my 1913 Sunbeam 350cc with its ‘all mod cons’ specification of a really good 
hand clutch, two speeds, kickstart and actually very good brakes including the front stirrup. 
The stopping power of the stirrup brake surprised even the tester at the MOT station.
 The buzzing scene at Tattenham Corner always fantastic to observe. So much activity and 
preparation that it seems to put a termite mound to shame. Lots of handshakes, sound bite 
chats and wonderful noises punctuate the air.
 Epsom’s mayor, who happens to be an ex-police motorcyclist, gave competitors a warm 
welcome (and goodbye as they set off) including this Sunbeam mounted entrant and I rolled 
out of the paddock along with a gaggle of other machines. It was a tinge on the fresh side 
as the slipstream built up and I pobbled along at a comfortable pace. Burgh Heath, Lower 
Kingswood and Reigate Hill were soon despatched and trickling through Reigate one-way 
system brought us up to Cockshott Hill and then the Angel Public House. When I first did 
the Pioneer Run in 1968 (no compulsory helmets then and I didn’t! – just a kid leather flying 
helmet) we used to ride right through Reigate tunnel and what a lovely experience that was, 
as the exhaust ‘staccatoed’ off the tunnel brick walls and roof. It was several years later that 
the old tunnel became pedestrianised and crash helmets became compulsory.
 Soon the outskirts of Gatwick Airport and Crawley were reached and the weather was 
definitely looking promising. All of a sudden my engine cut out, a dead ‘short’, what was that? 
Pulling in to the side I looked at the carburetter, pressed the tickler, plenty of juice, and then 
I saw it. I had put in a brand new old stock detachable spark plug and the middle detachable 
part had completely unscrewed. I had spare plugs but none were needed as I tightened the 
central core up with the miniature Abingdon King Dick that I carry in my pocket and we were 
off again.
 Handcross is always looked forward to by entrants as the High Street is lined solid with 
well wishers, but just before; a new departure – as Handcross Park School had put on 
refreshments and many of us took advantage of them.
 The school did us proud with a ride through their beautiful grounds to partake of tea, coffee 
and a delicious array of cakes and biscuits, all in a lovely panelled room. I soon made short 
work of my warm pain au chocolat and I noticed Baz Staple was doing likewise to a different 
confection. Ben Walker, Bonham’s head of motorcycles was really enjoying his first ever 
Pioneer Run on the borrowed Presidential Sunbeam and chatting at the school, he was totally 
overwhelmed by enjoyment at his inaugural run. So thanks to Handcross Park School for a 
wonderful ‘set-up’. Hope the odd oil spot from our slightly incontinent machines (even the 
youngest are 97 years old) didn’t blot our copybook!
 Out of the school gates and Handcross itself with spectators both sides and yet more coffee 
stops Maureen and Verralls (courtesy of Gordon Button) if you wanted to top up your victuals
 From here on the run is rural and relaxing and I keenly savour the stretch down to Cowfold. 
Legions of modern buzz boxes swoop past with their foot wide rear tyres and these riders 
are certainly enjoying themselves, but you have to be on sharp guard as they overtake with 
seemingly inches to spare – and then brake because their mates half a dozen bikes ahead 
have done so. But I’m inured to this now and I wish them a good survival rate! Luckily they all 
seem to peel off at the ‘chalet greasy spoon’ just south of Cowfold. 
 So after all that intermingling I (almost) seem to have the road to myself as Henfield and the 
sublime stretch to Woodmancote pass by, then Pyecombe where we join the busy A23.           
 At Pyecombe I checked my petrol – it appeared to be ‘sufficient’ and I press on to Brighton. 
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I seem to be having a good run in traffic terms and especially through the environs of Brighton 
and a couple of miles from the seafront I spy my little Hazelwood ridden by Sunbeam member 
Chris Ronalds from Littlehampton. I think I surprised him by quietly sidling up beside him at 
traffic lights and simply waited until he turned his head to see what usurper was trying to get 
the better of him!
 So we all lurched forward after the lights changed and at the next set of lights a car 
‘shoehorned’ into a narrow gap beside me. This time it was my turn to be surprised as I looked 
at the car and it was my daughter (taking a photograph) and family cheering on their old Dad 
(and Granddad)!
 By now the sun was fully out and as a convoy of us crossed over the Palace Pier roundabout 
I thought, as I usually do, what a wonderful occasion the whole run was. For some, the run 
might be unfulfilled if a breakdown or malfunction occurs, but at least they’ve tried and there 
is always next year.
 Ian Young’s stentorian commentary welcomes us, well informed and crisp, Ian does many 
events and how he keeps it up I shall never know. Well done Ian.
 Willing marshals park us spot on and Bonhams our co-sponsors were dispensing liberal 
refreshments and Ben Walker’s mount was proudly on display outside their marquee. I know 
that Ben definitely enjoyed his Pioneer Run and he was doubly lucky to be on a proven luxury 
bike and with perfect weather conditions thrown in.
 I heard Ian McGill say that something in the order of 100 volunteer and marshals facilitate 
the run to make it the success it is. To my mind it was all done seamlessly and if it wasn’t for 
these ‘back room’ boys and girls we wouldn’t have a run we so enjoy. So a toast from all the 
entrants for all the hard voluntary work!
 The official programme this year was excellent, another thanks Ian!
 Brighton’s mayor presented the prizes in good style and it’s always heartening when civic 
leaders take a genuine interest in our hobby.
 Here’s to next year!

Sunbeam September Challenge Sat 17th Sept Baz Staple
We have previously announced this event with a new venue in Yorkshire under the guiding 
hand of Alec Thompson, a member who lives in the area. Previously Barry Care came up with 
this event to be a pioneer run in the Warwickshire area on an A to B course.  This innovative 
move proved difficult to obtain the required numbers which caused the event to be cancelled 
last year, which only goes to prove how special the original Pioneer Run® is.
 Alec has a good course planned in the Vales of North Yorkshire offering beautiful scenery 
and quiet roads, but early contact with old bike fanatics in the area, plus response from down 
south, indicates that veterans only will not give a large enough entry to support the costs, so 
it has been agreed to extend the cut off date to 31st December 1930.
 The event will be based at the Eden Camp, World War II Museum, Malton, North Yorks 
which will serve as a start and finish point and will consist of morning and afternoon routes of 
27 and 15 miles respectively with a lunch stop at the Ryedale Folk Museum, Hutton le Hole. 
The overall cost for Sunbeam members is £16, inclusive of a buffet lunch. 
 Refreshments will also be available, at cost, at the start and finish point.  It should be a good 
day with an event outside our normal activity area and deserves our full support.  Please note 
this event is on a Saturday.  B & B details available on request from Alec. 
 Details and entry forms from Alec Thompson, Linden, Main Street, Sinnington, North 
Yorkshire, YO62 6SQ. ‘phone 01751 431478 email: alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk

More National Service Reminiscing Peter Donaldson
All this excitement with National Service motorcycling in the last two Club News brings me 
to the fact that I did my National Service time (let us not be pedantic about the point that for 
vast riches I signed the dotted line and served three years) in the RAF. In those three years, 
though, like Chris Mawer who wrote in the last Club News, I was also a seasoned Trials rider, 
but I did not see a single RAF Motorcycle. In fact in those three years I didn’t see a single 
RAF aircraft either. Though believe it, or not, I did see Chris Mawer who in 1959 was working 
for Marks & Spencer’s and got posted to Cheltenham where I was ensconced in GCHQ. We 
spent many an evening together either with the lads in my billet or working on Chris’s project 
of fitting a Norton 500T engine and gearbox into an Ariel HT5 frame. Also remember taking 
Chris’s then current Ariel 500cc Trials machine up into the nearby Cotswolds for practise 
sessions on several occasions. We both continued to ride our own machinery in Trials most 
weekends, Chris down in that area and me coming home to Kent.

PERSONAL 
The Trials section members, GSOH, 
outgoing personality, would really like 
to meet the V&V section members  who 
may be able to spare some time and 
assist them in good “clean” fun. 

Not looking for marriage, just casual 
fun and games upto four times per year.

No pressure, no ties. Very casual 
wear and stout shoes/boots essential. 
Thermos or hip flasks and wooly hats 
optional. No sandals.

Call Chris Mawer, 07710 211913          

JAKE ROBBINS GIRDER FORK AND FRAME REPAIRS
REPRODUCTION CASTLE FORKS AND SPARES

Girder forks repaired, retubed, respindled, rebushed and straightened

FRAME RETUBING, CAST LUG REPAIRS AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING 
INSURANCE WORK AND  ACCIDENT REPAIRS TO VINTAGE AND VETERAN 

MOTORCYCLES

Telephone - 07986254144  Email - elkforks@aol.com
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Some Early Women Motor Cyclists John Hodson
It is considered that the first woman in Britain to own and ride a motorcycle was Muriel Hind in 
the early 1900s. A keen cyclist she was soon gripped by motorcycling and went on to compete 
successfully in national motorcycle races and trials.
 The British motorcycle industry recognised the possibility of customers for Ladies Motor 
Bicycles before the First World War, Calthorpe, W E Brough, Douglas, Humber, Kerry, Royal 
Enfield, Matchless, Velocette and Victoria to name but a few examples chosen at random. 
Many of their machines were fitted with drop frames and rear skirt guards. However, it was 
not until after the First World War that a serious marketing campaign towards women as 
motorcyclists was launched.
 Perhaps at this stage I should declare a personal interest as I can count my great aunt 
amongst the female pioneering motorcyclists. At the time of the First World War, and possibly 
before, she would ride a large American Indian motorcycle and sidecar outfit. My mother and 
aunt, sitting in the sidecar, would sometimes accompany her on trips. Photographs show her 
at early motorcycle speed trials, usually the only woman present in the crowd.
 The 1921 Motor Cycle Show at Olympia included a new range of lightweight motorcycles 
directed towards the potential female market. Motorcycle producers used various schemes 
to create greater sales amongst women. In 1927 Dunelt arranged for a young woman to ride 
from Berlin to its factory in Birmingham and in 1924 Raleigh provided Marjorie Cottle with a 
2¾ hp solo motorcycle for her 3000 mile journey around the coast of Britain. The Garage 
& Motor Agent declared that Miss Cottle was “undoubtedly one of the trade's most useful 
propagandists” and went on to say “the fact that Miss Cottle always manages to look nice 
when engaged in her exploits, and not the least like a professional motor cyclist”!
 In 1926 The Nursing Times and Woman’s Weekly contained press releases announcing 
the honouring of a number of female competitions riders at a special banquet during the 
London Motorcycle Show. The Daily Sketch quoted Miss Margaret Bedington, a district nurse, 
competitions and trials rider, as saying that she hoped “to see the day when every girl-and 
especially every nurse- will be a motor cyclist”.
 In 1928 Pitman and Son published “Motor-Cycling for Women” by Betty and Nancy 
Debenham a most comprehensive review of the subject. In the preface Major H R Watling 
states “We hope it will be useful to would-be riders, also to girls who have already tasted 
the thrill of motor-cycling either as drivers or passengers”. The book contains much useful 
information but also contains a number of items, which if written today, would almost certainly 
result in letters to the editor. I give a couple of examples: “whilst none would wish the fair 
daughter of Eve to emulate the example of rude Adam in his thrilling headlong career at 
Brooklands or in the Isle of Man, yet the hundred and one humdrum uses to which the motor-
cycle can be put in daily life-...” and in the chapter on The Art of Trial Riding “Comforting 
beverages in Thermos flasks can be arranged and it is a very good thing to carry some whisky 
and milk in a flask”.
 Despite all the initiatives to increase sales of motorcycles to women, by 1930 less than 4% 
of Britain’s motorcyclists were female. It seems that the main reason for the failure to attract 
women to motorcycling was that motorcycling was not considered to be a feminine or proper 
lady like behaviour. In addition women faced outright discrimination, for example Marjorie 
Cottle was banned from a racing event for no other reason than her gender. Newspapers 
of the time used terms like Amazons or mannish to describe woman motorcyclists and the 
London Evening News used the description “flapper with the dentifrice smile, errant pigtail 
who perches sideways on a jazz cushion”.
 Despite hostility towards female motorcyclists in the early days, many British woman 

The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Website: www.verralls.com

We  always have on display a range of machines at our 
showrooms below:

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC

and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle 
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny 

farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

Telephone: 01444 400 678 Fax: 01444 401 111
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motorcyclists of the time thrived and some were very successful. The achievements of some 
of them are very briefly reviewed here.
 Muriel Hind has already been mentioned. In 1905 Muriel was awarded a token certificate 
in the Albert Brown Trophy non-stop run incorporating a hill climb and brake test. 1906 saw 
successes in the Automobile Cycle Club London to Edinburgh 24 hour Run and the six day 
run from Land’s End to John O’Groats. In January 1908 Muriel was victorious in the ACU 
Quarterly Trial.
 Marjorie Cottle was perhaps the most celebrated lady motorcyclist of the 1920’s and 
1930’s. In addition to her publicity stunt of 1924, in 1926 Marjorie rode one of Raleigh’s basic 
147cc machines around an 11 day, 1370 mile course along minor roads that spelt out the 
Raleigh name. Due to an ACU ban on ladies participating in road racing in 1925 Marjorie 
concentrated on trials riding and won a gold medal in the ISDT and additional successes 
followed in 1927.  When Raleigh ceased motorcycle manufacture in 1933 Marjorie switched 
to Triumph and it was on one of Triumph’s machines that she entered in the 1939 ISDT in 
Austria (see Sunbeam News of August 2009) After the Second World War Marjorie gave 
up competing and worked for BSA as a motorcycle sales representative. She married Jack 
Watson-Bourne and together they competed in almost every aspect of motorcycle sport 
between the wars, including the first Pioneer Run.
 Theresa Wallach was an early motorcyclist. Her achievements included being a racer, 
motorcycle adventurer, military dispatch rider, engineer, author, motorcycle dealer, mechanic 
and riding school instructor. In 1935, together with her friend, Florence Blenkiron, she 
embarked on a most ambitious motorcycle journey. Riding a 600cc single-cylinder Panther 
complete with sidecar and trailer, the two rode from London to Cape Town, South Africa. An 
account of the journey is given in The Rugged Road.
 Florence Blenkiron see above. Rode with Theresa Wallach to Cape Town.
 Faye Taylour left Ireland for England and started to race motorcycles. During the 1920s, 
she took up motorcycle trials and grass track racing and became a major attraction. Then she 
changed to speedway racing, which was more spectacular and paid better. She travelled the 
world and became a familiar speedway competitor and a big attraction in both England and 
Australia. She was considered by some to be the most successful woman speedway rider 
ever. Brian Belton has recorded her achievements in Fay Taylour: Queen of Speedway.
 Betty and Nancy Debenham were enthusiastic motorcycling twins and also motorcycling 
journalists and authors who did much to raise the profile of women motorcyclists.
 Edyth Foley and Louise McLean along with Marjorie Cottle were members of the 
successful ISDT team of 1925 winning gold medals. The three competed again in the 1927 
ISDT winning their category outright. Edyth completed an ACU observed Land’s End to John 
o’ Groats run on the first Coventry Eagle Engine 147 cc Silent Superb. The run was without 
hitch and took 3½ days covering 850 miles (no mean achievement bearing in mind what a 
rotten bike it was). 
 Miriam Anning in 1908 she received a Gold First Class Award in a competition riding from 
London to Edinburgh and back. She took to off road events and competed in trials into the 
1930s.
 Olga Kevelos not strictly an early lady motorcyclist, trained as a metallurgist and worked at 
the Greenwich Observatory before contributing to the war effort by working on the canals from 
1943 to 1945. She borrowed a motorcycle to learn to ride and was then offered a bike and 
sponsorship by the James Cycle Company. Within three months she had entered the Scottish 
Six Days Trial. Having bought an AJS in 1948 she entered her first ISDT and despite breaking 
an ankle and a wrist on the way to the event her team won a trophy and she managed to ride 
back home. Her first gold medal came from the 1949 ISDT in Wales and after that she entered 

every ISD and Scottish trial for the next seventeen years. She won her second gold medal in 
the ISDT of 1953. Olga died in October 2009 aged 85.
 Clare Sheridan another later motorcyclist was descended from noble British and wealthy 
American families and was related to Churchill’s mother. She was a sculptress, novelist, 
newspaper reporter and motorcyclist. Her journeys around Europe, North Africa and Bolshevik 
Russia by motorcycle and sidecar in the 1920’s are described in her various books including 
“Across Europe with Santanella”. Probably the only lady motorcyclist to have an MI5 file, she 
died in 1970 aged 85.

Veteran Motor Cycle Day in Bexhill – The Ixion Cavalcade Dave Masters
On Sunday 8th May Bexhill unveiled its second commemorative BLUE PLAQUE dedicated to 
Canon Basil H Davies BA, one time vicar of St Barnabas Church in Sea Road.  Canon Davies 
is known to vintage motor cyclists as ‘Ixion’ the top journalist for ‘The Motor Cycle’ magazine 
for over 58 years. Unknown to his devoted readers in the first half of the 20th century, ‘Ixion’ 
was also a Church of England clergyman and for 14 years was a prominent vicar in Bexhill 
from 1926. With the support of the current vicar of St Barnabas, Father Roger Crosthwaite, 
the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club has had a new blue plaque made which was unveiled on a 
special day of events.
 Forty plus motor cycles dating from 1909 assembled on the morning of 8th May from 9.30 
onwards for a 30 mile run around the Pevensey Levels, the bikes and riders returned to St 
Barnabas at 12.30 for lunch. Residents and visitors in Bexhill were invited to come and view 
the historical and still active motor cycles, followed at 2.00 by the plaque unveiling in the 
Church. Ixion’s sole surviving child, Godfrey Davies, is 99 years old and he, with thirty or 
more others from Basil Davies’ family were in attendance.  At 3.00 Bexhill’s Mayor, Councillor 
Jimmy Carroll presented awards to the riders of elected motor cycles and to all those who 
completed the morning’s organised run.
 During his incumbency at St Barnabas Canon Davies broadcast his services on the radio 
for the BBC, his eloquence and use of the English language was admired by all.  He also 
broadcast the first speedway commentary and the first live radio commentary from the Isle of 
Man TT races.  As a true pioneer, Basil Davies rode and commented on motor cycles from 
the very earliest times at the beginning of the 20th century.  He was also a very successful 
sporting motor cyclist, winning gold medals in international six day trials.  Added to all this, 
Canon Davies was a missionary for the very hard pressed miners of the north during the 
depression.  His expertise covered many other areas of social interest, writing authoritatively 
on cricket, motoring and bridge with articles and much respected books.  Ixion’s wit and 
unique use of language is celebrated by a web site club which does not concentrate on his 
interests but on his special style of writing.
 Father Roger Crosthwaite was delighted to welcome the Ixion Cavalcade and the worshipful 
Mayor Jimmy Carroll on Sunday 8th.  The church was open to all visitors and if you wished you 
could attend the Ecumenical Healing Eucharist at 4.00, after the unveiling and presentation.  
Following the near-disastrous fire of 2005, the church restoration will be completed this year 
and donations to the restoration fund could be made inside the church.
[Editor’s Note: The above is a modified version of an article written by Dave and published in 
the Bexhill Observer. Dave also broadcast details of the event on Radio Sussex.]

Found
A motorcycle helmet and gloves were left at the Pioneer Run at Brighton, if you think that they 
belong to you contact Roy Plummer (contact details inside front cover).
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Pioneer Run Anecdotes Please Dave Masters
Another Pioneer Run has been successfully organised, an event which attracts a lot of 
interest from both inside and outside the club membership. The year 2013 will be the 75th 
running of this event and we are contemplating the publishing of a new book which looks at 
its history over the whole period from 1930 to the present day.
 Interesting or amusing anecdotes from past events and photographs of interest will be 
selected for a rider’s view chapter on riding the run. Earlier reminiscences will be especially 
useful, so please dig out that old box of photographs in your loft and go through them. Take 
your mind back to some of your early participations and put pen to paper during one of 
these long summer evenings. Hints and tips on negotiating some of the trickier parts of the 
route? For me Handcross crowded with modern bikers and my old single speed Triumph 
sidecar outfit meant hard work after being slowed or stopped, the curly horn seemed to make 
no difference to the masses walking in the road. So now I tie an old fashioned referee’s 
whistle around my neck and blast away in congested areas, including Brighton, it gets their 
attention, and occasionally they condescend to give you some room! Or the time we lost the 
brake rubber on entering Brighton, we continued through the busy streets to Madeira Drive, 
Triumph, passenger, sidecar and rider solely depending on the front brake rim scraper, hairy 
but legal as we still had the one obligatory operative brake, that’s if you can use the term brake 
for something which seems to make you go faster when applied in the rain. 
 So cast your mind back and send your memories to me before the summer ends. Dave 
Masters (contact details inside front cover). Good hunting.

Derek Oldham Peter Donaldson
The picture, taken in 2010, is of Club Member Derek Oldham, 81, 
who since selling his Vauxhall business at the latter end of last 
year is now able to give more time to the motorcycle world.
 He has planned getting to the TT this year, he unfortunately 
couldn't make the Scottish due to business but has that planned 
in for next year. As well as the Trials Triumph Tiger Cub in the 
picture, he has a Yamaha Tenere for the road.'

49th Graham Walker Memorial Run
Sunday 7th August 2011

The National Motor Museum, Beaulieu.  
Hampshire. SO42 7ZN

By kind permission of Lord Montagu
Arrive  10.00am

Road Run Starts 1.15pm.
Entry forms sent to all past riders.

Or download from the Club website. www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

Ian McGill.  01293-771446.

Members Advertisements

WANTED
Brammer link belt measuring 1.20 inches at widest point.
Dave Pittuck 01403 700658 (West Sussex). 

Belt Rim 18-20inch diameter to suite A section (small for Clement) belt. Brake to work on 
outside of C section belt rim (Douglas). Also anything relating to Werner.
Peter Cox 01547 530546.

Motor cycle badges of any make. Sam Lee, The Old Stable, 4 Beenham Court, Headley, 
Hampshire, RG19 8JX

Please can you help me locate a 7/8 of an inch bracket required for clamping on rear fork 
for sidecar fitting.  Peter Adorian 01403 822484

FOR SALE
Trialmaster/Barbour jacket, medium/large in mature but sound condition. Gives instant 
expert appearance to wearer!  £75 +p&p.  Peter Cox 01547 530546.

Box of small miscellaneous bits for veteran/vintage era. Must be collected, £60.
Tony Churchill 01903 203395. 

WHERE IS IT? Still looking for 1913 Wooler registration number H948.
Someone must know where it is.  Contact: 01227 751751.

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are 
free to Club Members, and can repeat free for several 

issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your 
requirements.

Please note this does not include business advertising.
Address and Contact Numbers inside the front cover.
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Off the Saddle Peter Donaldson
I have in front of me the programme for the Sunbeam Mid-Summer Touring Trial of August 
1956. It was the first time that this Trial was opened up from Closed to Club to open to all. 
The Clerk of the Course was Ralph Venables and the Club Steward was Dick Little, (for those 
who have recently joined us these two gentlemen would be on a short list of folk who did 
much to help the Club over the years, both dying in fairly recent years, one was then the Club 
President and the other having been a Vice President).  There were 136 entries of which 33 
were from the Sunbeam Club and of those one was Ted Cavalli on a 350cc BSA Sidecar. Ted 
is still a member of our Club today. There were 45 riders from other Motorcycle Clubs and 
58 from the Army, a selection of regiments including The Buffs, Royal Artillery, Royal Military 
Police, The Wellingtons and various divisions of the RASC. In the last bunch was the afore 
mentioned Chris Mawer, now the Sunbeam Club Trials Secretary, on a 500cc Norton. It is all 
a small world!
 On Military matters, there was a Trial this April.  Looking at the regulations and entry form in 
the March 2011 Sporting Motorcyclist I see that it was organised by The Estuary MCC. This is 
an off shoot of the Southend MCC (and is how the Southend Club eventually got membership 
of the South East Centre of the ACU, the lead up to this I have written about in this Column on 
several occasions during the last couple of years). This Trial was run in the Eastern Centre but 
with a permit from the South East Centre. The interesting point is that the location of the event 
is shown as being “opposite the road to the Essex secret nuclear bunker”. Having served the 
best part of two years of my National Service stint in Military Intelligence, I had to read that a 
couple of times before my eyes believed what I was seeing!
 Towards the end of last year the complete collection of Ralph Venables‘s motorcycle sport 
books, programmes and scrap books collected over 70 years were donated to the Sammy 
Miller Museum  Trust by Ralph Venables Estate. They are located in the “The Ralph Venables 
Reading Area” in the Museum at Milton down in the New Forest. Amongst the collection are 
details of every Sunbeam Club Event from 1949 until 2002.
 Had a chat last week with our Club member and long time Trials rider Joan Westbrook. Joan 
was competing until part way through the last season before her medical problems settled in. 
Thankfully after resting the back broken rib, having two hernia operations and a Gall bladder 
removed she is well on the road to recovery. Joan started riding in Trials when she was 18 
years old and has ridden regularly ever since. I would not of course be so indelicate as to 
mentioning a ladies age, but Joan has greatly missed riding in Trials and has every intention 
of being back in the Trials saddle for her 50th season later this year.
 Sadly Club Member Paul Casling recently lost his mother and of course has our heartfelt 
sympathies. The amount of Trials riding he has been doing over the last few months has 
naturally been curtailed. Nevertheless his performances on his 250cc Greeves have put him 
at the end of the first third of the year as 3rd in the Star Group Pre ‘67 Class B behind that 
father and son duo Enticknaps. In the South East Centre in the pre ‘67 Class he is lying 2nd. 
In the programme for this year’s International Pre ’67 Scottish Two day Trial, which Paul rode 
for the first time last year and certainly did not disgrace himself, there is a great picture of Paul 
riding the section at Pipelines in last year’s event.
 Our Pre 67 Class A rider Mike Holloway completed building up a Pre ’67 Matchless and 
rode it in the April Exmoor Two Day Trial winning the Rigid Rear Class, we talk of the ‘bike not 
the rider of course. Well done Mike. He will be riding in the First round of the Sammy Miller 
Championship next week and we wish him success.
 Have looked back at my own motorcycle doings since the beginning of the year and see 

Shropshire Midweek Break Baz Staple
Centred as before at the Longmynd Hotel, Church Stretton, the 27 strong entry were treated 
to three entirely new routes, thanks to Bill Orchard and Alan Dignan.  Owing to the local 
knowledge of these two volunteers they showed us lots of new spectacular country and 
wonderful panoramic views which abound in this area.
 Jenny, driving the Volvo with trailer as back-up was surprised to find herself with no gears 
seven miles into day one and the outfit was transported back by Green Flag to base camp 
where the gear linkage was speedily repaired for duties on days two and three.  Grateful 
thanks to Colin Bentham for stepping into the breach for the remainder of day one.
 The refreshment and lunch stops were remarkable, particularly the latter, which not only 
provided outstanding food but in charming old settings.  We were deprived of the company of 
Meeting Secretary Ian Monk who was also to be breakdown cover due to his ongoing illness 
from which he is gradually recovering.
 Another unfortunate episode on the final day was the stalling of Stan and Joyce Emery’s 
BSA outfit on a steep hill and by running backwards turned turtle depositing them both 
unceremoniously in the road.  A group of following riders helped them back on their feet and 
fortunately only their pride was hurt, but after reboarding wisely rode back to the hotel.
 Altogether an enjoyable event with fun and laughter particularly over evening meals and 
riders voted it all a great success and despite some dodgy forecasts there was barely a spot 
of rain.
 Jenny wishes to stand down in future for breakdown cover for both this and the Warwickshire 
Weekend and hope that others will volunteer for this essential back-up.
 A post script – Should you visit the town of Montgomery, do not fail to trawl through the 
magic hardware emporium of “Bunners”, you will not regret it (usual disclaimer).

have been pretty busy without actually getting on the saddle so much. Rode the Red Tape 
Trial down at Bagshot South where we ran our Gordon Jackson Trial where I was Secretary of 
the Meeting back in February. Our Club member Chris Brown organised the Red Tape, it was 
well up to his usual high standard. Had a Trail ride in March in North Kent starting at Swanley. 
There were three Sunbeam members there and was a good day out. Unfortunately due to a 
change of date was unable to ride in the April Trail ride. Then a first Class event put on for the 
Star Group Championship by Roy Enticknap at his ground at Dunsfold on the second Sunday 
in May. We had our members Neville Lewis, on his 200cc Beta, Paul Casling on the 250cc 
Greeves; Neil Sinclair on his newly acquired 250cc Scorpa on which he was going well, Mike 
Holloway on a big Matchless, Bernard Rodemark on a Beta and myself on my 250cc Gas 
Gas. We all agreed that following the two nights of rain on that basically clay going that it was 
sensible but hard riding and I was shattered at the end. Have no results yet for that event.
 On the way home from the above Trial I was involved in a car accident.  Though I am ok, 
the car isn’t, so am without ability to get ‘bikes around. The following day was unable to go 
up to Shropshire for the Shropshire Mid-Week Event for our older machinery. And so in the 
garage is sitting my 500cc Sunbeam, and in here I am typing this and not up enjoying one of 
the best events of the year.
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The Story behind the 1913 Alldays ridden Mary Case

by George Case in the 2011 Pioneer Run®
My Father collected all things old and mainly agricultural, starting with stationary engines 
and finishing with a traction engine. He loved the challenge of getting things going, however 
as soon as he had got it going he moved on to the next project, spending every evening in 
the barn working on something. 
 In his late seventies he realised he was the only person who knew what belonged with 
what so he decided to have a sale and sell most of his collection. He asked me to help him 
catalogue the things he wanted to sell and during this rummage from barn to barn he asked 
me what I would like, I don't have a passion for a standard Fordson and thought the Alldays 
and Onions bike would be easy to store and having a son who is an engineer it might be a 
project he would like to get his teeth into.
 A couple of years later and my Father had died and we collected the bike from under a 
blanket in a shed.
 My Father had been given the bike by a relation, (who had had it from new) who also sold 
him an Alldays and Onions Tractor which was sold in the sale.
 My Mother turned up trumps with a photograph of the bike in its original state, from that we 
could see it didn't have any tyres.  
 As George started to work on the bike it was clear that my Father had taken it apart but 
for some reason hadn't finished it, it was one of the few projects that beat him, he put it back 
together but only finger tight.
 George found the reason he gave up, there were cracks in the crank case. Several people 
had seen the bike in pieces and helped with contacts to get repairs, a foundry in Southampton 
made a new half of the crank case, the original 1913 aluminium is of poor quality and full of 
impurities.
 Only the other day George found a piece of the bike in a box of bits, he had spent a week 
making a replacement and now the original has turned up!
 George spent many hours working on the bike and I bank rolled the project, doing the 
Pioneer Run had been a goal of George's for a while and spurred him on to get it finished.
 Looking back we wished we'd asked Dad more about the bike, the right time just didn't 
come along.
[Editor’s Note: George won the German VTV Trophy for the Best Newcomer]

Club Stand at VMCC West Kent International 7th August   Baz Staple
We usually have a club stand at the above event which can prove very useful in making 
contact with potential new members, but unfortunately this date clashes with the Graham 
Walker Memorial Run. 
 Jenny and I would like to head up a team to erect the club marquee and be available during 
the Sunday of this two day event. We are therefore looking for minimum of six people to help 
erect the stand from 8am and likewise dismantle same about 4.30pm. We will also need a 
minimum of four, preferably six machines.  All six stand personnel do not need to be available 
all day, but can be free to view other attractions, provided we have a minimum of two people 
on the stand at any time.
 Our usual show organiser, John Buckingham, is entering the Graham Walker Run, so we 
are seeking others to help out who will not be going down to Beaulieu.
 Please contact Jenny or myself if you can be of assistance.

The Ixion Cavalcade John Hodson
Congratulations and thanks to Dave Masters for the excellent first Ixion Cavalcade. 
 I spent some time the day before the run ensuring that my bike was in good order and 
giving it a final clean and polish. Unfortunately on the way to the event, soon after we reached 
Tunbridge Wells, the heavens opened and we were treated to a downpour and the bike ended 
up wet and muddy, However, by the time we arrived at Bexhill the sun was shining again and 
the weather remained dry for the rest of the day.
 Approximately 40 bikes and riders were collected together before the start. The earliest 
motorcycle that I could see was Chris Pile's 1902 Thorough ridden by Fabian Fresson which, 
together with about eleven more very early machines, made up the veteran contingent. Other 
early bikes included Dave Blackwell’s 1911 Humber, Ian Anderson’s 1914 TD Cross, Dave 
Bignold’s 1914 Ixion (no relation), Steve Whymark’s 1914 Rover and Mike Chenery’s 1914 
Wolf. As might be expected most of the bikes were from the vintage class with approximately 
20 entrants in this class. Two large American machines in the form of Steve Marks’ Henderson 
of 1920 and Fred Woodgate’s Indian Big Chief of 1925 were present. Some of the other 
bikes in this group were the 1925 Scott Super Squirrel of Chris Harris, Brian Walker’s 1924 
Brough Superior and Ted Burtonshaw’s 1927 Cotton, to name just a few. About seven post 
vintage motorcycles were present and were in the age range 1934 to 1939. These included 
Rick Partington and Judy Westacott's 1937 Norton International, other Nortons, Velocettes, 
Triumphs and a Rudge.
 Such an interesting collection, including early and rare machines generated a lot of interest 
and quite a crowd gathered to view the bikes before the start. To add to what was already an 
excellent display, we were joined by a group of cyclists with their early machines. Both men 
and women cyclists were extremely well dressed in colourful outfits appropriate for riding their 
early bikes.
 At 10.30 am we were waved off by Father Roger Crosthwaite using the Union Flag. After 
some difficulty getting my bike to start I eventually set off and as a result of being at the back 
I had many of the roads to myself and enjoyed the countryside which, for the most part, was 
new to me. The route initially followed the coast west towards Pevensey where we turned 
towards Rickney and then the outskirts of Hailsham. Back towards Rickney again and then 
turning north to Hertmonceux and Windmill Hill. Unfortunately I missed the right turn before 
Boreham Street and ended up finding my own route back. I should have continued south 
through Wartling and rejoined the coast road at Pevensey to return more or less along the 
route we had used earlier.
 After lunch Ixion’s son Godfrey (Joff) Davies unveiled the blue plaque in memory of his 
father and told us about his father and Father Crosthwaite blessed the plaque, motorcycles 
and assembled crowd. I learned a lot about Ixion from Joff and Father Roger and this included 
the correct way to pronounce the word Ixion!
 Councillor Jimmy Carroll presented the Ixion Cup to Ted Burtonshaw the owner of the 
favourite bike as voted by the riders and presented the Basil H Davies Vase to Rick Partington 
the owner of the bike chosen by the visitors. Councillor Carroll also presented each entrant 
with a medallion as a souvenir.
 After more coffee and biscuits we loaded the bike back on the trailer and set off on the 
journey back home.   
 Thank you to all for the hard work that made this most enjoyable event possible. We look 
forward to the 2012 Ixion Cavalcade.  Please see the back cover for photographs of the event.



27June - July 2011

EVENTS CALENDAR 2011
12th June  17th Rose of the Shires Run Stoke Bruerne Pre 1931
Contact - Barry Care 01604-646818 

19th June Dick Little Trial Bagshot South  British P67
Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913  & Twin Shock

25th June – 2nd July 28th Welsh Week Aberystwyth Closed to club
Contact - Colin Bentham 01761-241516  Pre 1940

3rd July Romney Marsh Hamstreet Club Stand
 Classic Bike Show  Ashford, Kent
Contact - John Buckingham 01903-536244

17th July 25th Garden of England Run Headcorn, Kent Pre 1940
Contact - Tony Lloyd 01737-555413

24th July  Bangers and Steam Hamilton Arms,  One, two,
Contact - Neil Sinclair 07885-660939 Stedham, Nr Midhurst  three or four 
  West Sussex wheels

31st July Sunbeam Novice Trial  Billingshurst All classes
Contact - Neil Sinclair 07885-660939  monoshock

7th August 49th Graham Walker Run  Beaulieu, Hampshire Pre 1940
Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

13th-14th August Testers Run Wolverhampton to Pre 1940
Contact - Trevor Davies 01952-691231 Dinas Mawddwy and return

20th –21st August Shoreham Airshow Shoreham Airport Club Stand
Contact - John Buckingham 01903 536244 West Sussex

3rd September Sunbeam P67/Twin – shock Horsmonden P67/Twinshock
Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913

4th September 4th Constable Run Suffolk Pre 1931
Contact - Ian Monk 01480-469612 

4th September Greybeards Over 40 Horsmonden
Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913

17th September 3rd September Challenge Malton Pre 1931
Contact - Alec Thompson 01751-431478 North Yorkshire

23rd October South of England Ardingly Club Stand
 Real Classic Show Sussex
Contact - John Buckingham 01903-536244

4th December Southern Experts tba
Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913



Ixion Cavalcade (Photographs by the Editor)

The Blue Plaque Ted Burtonshaw’s 1927 Cotton

Prize winners with Councillor 
Jimmy CarrollChris Pile’s 1902 Thorough

Godfrey (Joff) DaviesFather Roger Crosthwaite and Joff


